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sheik shouted "Allah akbar! [God is great]/' Then two
or three others took up the cry, "Ya Jioo" while the
underchant in monotone speeded, broke rhythm, until
each in a sort of ecstatic frenzy was calling the name of
Allah in a mad, howling uproar.
Suddenly one of the Dervishes leaped to his feet, threw
off his cloak, leaped again into the air, naked to the waist.
The Rufai sheik leaped up at the same time, seized a
long, red-hot spit by its wooden handle from the brazier,
and began waving it wildly in the air. He must have
waved it for fully a minute. The long, pointed iron pin
was less than a quarter of an inch thick, and the red glow
quickly faded. I imagine it had time to cool consider-
ably. The other Dervish circled, leaping around the
sheik and howling, then backed, with his head pressed
sideways against the wooden pillar, with his mouth gaping
open, and stood rigid, motionless. The sheik inserted the
spit at an angle into his mouth, and with a solid blow of
his fist drove it through the man's cheek and pinned him
to the pillar.
The others had meanwhile leaped to their feet, thrown
off their cloaks, and joined hands, howling and leaping
in a circle around the brazier. Then they broke circle
and precipitated themselves toward the glowing coals,
each one apparently seizing the first hot implement that
came to hand in the confusion. These they waved as they
resumed their mad dancing, and the howling again caught
rhythm from their feet to become a wild, frenzied chant,
savage, exultant, ecstatic.
I felt myself reacting, against my will, to the emotional
excitement. My mind flashed back to the first Methodist
revival I had attended with skeptical adolescent assur-

